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him or place for him. He is very much wanted. He is given every
opportunity of putting his Communist ideals into practice. He
does not need sex as an outlet for all his unsatisfied desires, for
all his pent-up discontents. He has no unsatisfied desires in this
sense, nor discontents. He has the whole of life in which to
experience living. Therefore sex plays an infinitely smaller part
with Soviet youth than with any other youth. His environment
makes for an integrated personality singularly free from the
torments and obsessions of sex.
The Soviet student does not yet enjoy much leisure. The need
for trained and qualified specialists is still so urgent that he is
expected to give much more time to study than is regarded as
good. When the social duties are included it is found that Soviet
students often work fourteen to sixteen hours a day. This is
partly due to the fact that they, in common with Russians gen-
erally, do not yet know how to work. The lack of privacy, owing
to shortage of accommodation, means that the students must
spend their leisure collectively. This, by the way, is no hardship
to Russians, who are very gregarious. They do like living collec-
tively. There are innumerable societies which cater for their
leisure. Orchestras and dramatic societies are universal, as are
physical culture and sport circles. Any kind of leisure activity
can be organised if the students wish. In some universities this
leisure is highly organised and serious efforts are made to im-
prove the students culturally. Others prefer to leave the students
free to improve themselves as they feel the need. The Boubnov
Institute of Pedagogy, in Moscow, belongs to the former cate-
gory, while the Academy of Communist Education, now removed
to Leningrad, belongs to the latter, While visiting the Academy
of Communist Education, I picked up a university news-sheet
belonging to the Boubnov Institute. The Director told me it was
not the academy's paper and tried to convey the impression
that it was not worth reading* Whereupon I promptly read it,
It appeared that the Boubnov Institute considered that culture
should be administered frequently and regularly, in an organ-
ised form. It trounced very severely the Academy of Communist

